
Track all MLB Weather this season with Gameday Sky 
The only weather app built exclusively for Sports Fans and Fantasy Sports! 
 
FEATURING 10-DAY FORECASTS AND IN-GAME RADAR FOR ALL MLB GAMES 
CREATE CUSTOM ANALYTICS TO TRACK EXTREME TEMPS, RAIN AND WIND 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Major League Baseball fans, track hour-by-hour gameday weather for your favorite teams and 
specific games all season long. Track potential extreme weather impacts for any combination 
of weather factors, complete with in-game radar for all teams and games. Monitor specific 
teams and games for your Fantasy Baseball Season with Gameday Sky. 
 
(Weather Life, Inc.) - There are hundreds of weather apps for your local forecast, but only 
one weather app built exclusively for all sports fans and fantasy sports. In the life of fantasy 
baseball fans, weather is a prime factor in daily lineups and strategy, up to the first pitch. 
Gameday Sky delivers in-game radar and hour by hour forecasts and conditions for all 2018 
MLB teams and games in one single app.  
 
FEATURING: Daily forecasts for all 2018 MLB games with 10-day hour by hour gameday 
temperature, wind, sky condition, and precipitation and game time “feels like” and humidity 
forecasts. Get in-game radar beginning 4 hours before first pitch for all MLB games, Follow 
Unlimited Teams, Unlimited Games and Create Unlimited Custom Weather Watch Analytics. 
 
NOT JUST MLB - TRACK WEATHER FORECASTS FOR ALL MAJOR SPORTS: Enjoy all 10-day 
Forecasts, In-Game Radar and Custom Analytics for NFL, College Football, PGA, LPGA, MSL, 
European Soccer, NASCAR and more. 
 
EXCLUSIVE: CREATE CUSTOM WEATHER ANALYTICS WITH “WEATHER WATCH” “Weather 
Watch” is GameDay Sky’s most unique and customizable feature. Users can create custom 
weather analytics for all major sports to track potential extreme weather impacts, filtering and 
tracking games by any combination of weather factors including temperature, wind, precip 
chances, humidity, heat index and wind chill. You control the parameters. Create multiple 
filters to track any combination of weather elements.  
 
iOS Download:  
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/gameday-sky-pro/id1274067020?mt=8 
Android Download: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gamedaysky.premium 
Contact: app@gamedaysky.com 
Web: www.gamedaysky.com  
Twitter and Instagram: @gamedaysky 
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